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“speedy,
thorough, very
modest but
extremely good
and seriously
cares about
her clients”

Office hours
Our normal office hours are Monday to Friday 9.00am to 5.00pm.

Our main switchboard is open 8.30am to 5.15pm and connects
to an answerphone at other times. Emergency numbers are given
out of hours on 01603 620508.

Most of our lawyers work outside of these hours. We will be happy
to see you at a mutually convenient time.



Looking after you...

We provide a full legal service to large and small businesses and
to individuals from all walks of life. We pride ourselves in providing
a first class personal service to all of our clients. We take care to

achieve sensible solutions to problems.

This guide tells you how we will work for you. The information
will normally apply unless we agree in writing to change it.
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How we work for you...
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Quality
• We give clear advice which you can understand.

• We keep you regularly informed of progress and send you
copies of all correspondence of substance.

• We respond promptly to letters and emails. If a detailed reply
is needed and will take longer we will let you know when you
can expect this.

• We return phone calls on the same day if possible.

• We fix appointments without undue delay.

Our goal is that you will be very pleased with the service you
receive from Fosters and we make regular checks to ensure
that we meet these standards.

Confidentiality
Fosters will not disclose your affairs to any other person without
your permission. Our staff are conscious of the importance of
maintaining strict confidentiality at all times.

To maintain our high standards we have a quality assurance
system. It involves a strictly controlled audit of a random
sample of our work which may also include the monitoring
and recording of telephone calls – always on a confidential
basis. Our work for you will be available for audit unless you
tell us otherwise.

There is an exception to our duty of confidentiality (as with
all solicitors and accountants). Under the Proceeds of Crime
Act 2002 we are required to operate a money laundering
reporting procedure. We have no choice in this where the
Act and any other relevant money laundering regulations apply.
We may also be under a linked obligation to report any
suspicion without informing you that we are doing so.

Email
Where possible unless you ask us not to we communicate
by email.

Deeds and documents
We will store deeds or documents on your behalf with no
charge for this service unless we tell you otherwise. Please
try to give us at least one working day’s notice if you need
something which we are storing for you.

Your money
When we hold money for you including where this is for
anticipated fees and expenses we hold it in Fosters’ client
account. We pay any interest over £20.

Directors and business partners
We assume that we can take instructions from your director,
company secretary or business partner unless you tell us
(in writing) that we should not do so.

Data Protection Act
Some details about you are held on Fosters’ database.
We may sometimes send you information which we think
may be of interest to you.

Copyright
Fosters owns the copyright of documents that we prepare
for you. You are licensed to use such a document for the
purpose for which it was prepared.

Service concerns
If you ever feel that we fall below the standards you expect
from us, or if you have a concern about an invoice from
Fosters, we would like to hear from you. Please speak with
or write to us. Information about who you can contact and
how, can be found inside the back cover of this guide.



“an exceptionally
professional service.
Its lawyers are very
knowledgeable and
provide realistic
advice, leaving no
stone unturned”

( )“extremely talented,
knowledgeable
and experienced”
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“within ten minutes...
called, she explained
what I should do and
was incredibly nice
and understanding...
I felt so much better”

( )“I’m kept up to date
with every cost,
it really helps”



Helping you budget...

Right at the beginning we talk to you about the likely cost of
our work for you and the information which we give will be
confirmed in writing.

Our charge is normally based on the time spent by the staff
involved, each of whom has an hourly rate linked to the level of
expertise. It may also be linked to the value of the transaction.

Quotes and estimates
Where we can, we clearly state what the cost of our work for
you will be. Otherwise, we do our best to provide an overall
estimate (likely to be within a best/worst range) based on the
information you give us and our assessment of the work
involved. We will also want to talk through with you whether the
likely cost is in line with the outcome which you aim to achieve.
We will then routinely review and refine the estimate as our
work for you progresses.

If you ask us later to do additional work this will affect the
quote or estimate.

Our charges cover not only the lawyer’s salary but also our
experienced back up staff, up-to-date equipment and data,
premises, telephones and so forth.

A quote or estimate will include VAT and any linked costs
charged by someone else, eg stamp duty, court fees, barristers’
fees, search and registration fees (sometimes called
disbursements).

The mechanics
Our hourly rates are usually reviewed on 1 May each year.
When we give you a quote or estimate we also tell you the
relevant hourly rate of the lawyer(s) in your team. We charge
10% of the hourly rate for routine telephone calls made or
received and for routine emails and letters which we send.
We charge 5% of the hourly rate for routine emails and letters
which we receive.

We may sometimes make an additional charge if the work
involves urgency or is of unusual importance or complexity.

If you instruct us jointly with someone else then each of you
will be responsible for the whole of the cost.

Keeping tabs on the cost
Unless we tell you otherwise we will usually send you a bill
each month. This is payable within 14 days. After that we
charge interest, currently at 2% per month.

Legal aid
Where our work for you is covered by public funding we will
not send you a bill each month. Your lawyer will explain the
way legal aid works. It is important to remember that public
funding is not necessarily free.

Recovering your costs
Occasionally someone else may have to make a contribution
towards your costs, but this will not affect your obligation
to Fosters. It is unlikely that costs which you recover will do
more than partly reimburse you.

(continued)...
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Helping you budget (continued)...
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Paying someone else’s costs
In court proceedings it is possible for a court to order that you
should pay some or all of the other side’s costs. Your lawyer will
advise you if there is any risk of this happening.

Commission
Sometimes we receive commission; for example if we
recommend you to an independent financial adviser. If this
situation arises, we will discuss it with you first.

for you,
• Accident Claims – No Win, No Fee
• Medical/Dental Negligence
• Employment Issues
• Compromise Agreements
• Motoring
• Business Start Up
• Property Disputes
• Will Disputes
• Tenancy Disputes
• Crime & Defence

for business,
• Property Sale & Purchases
• Leases
• Buying & Selling a Business
• Commercial Agreements
• Company & Partnership
• Debt Recovery
• Employment Issues
• Mediation
• Insolvency
• Business Tenancy Disputes

for family,
• Separation & Divorce
• Children & Childcare
• Mediation

for life.
• Home Sales & Purchases
• Wills & Probate
• Tax Planning & Trusts
• Property Transfer



“we have always
felt in control of the
costs and this has
made the progress
of the case much
less worrying”

( )“they are renowned
in England for their
quality of work”
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“friendliness and
professionalism,
just two of many
qualities that
have shone through
my experience
with Fosters”

( )“people I can rely
upon, at the drop
of a hat”
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Your team...
The person with responsibility for our service to you is:

Partner /Solicitor /Legal Executive

Assisted by:

Solicitor /Legal Executive/Trainee

and:

PA/Secretary

Direct line:

Email address:

If you have a concern about the standard of service or an invoice you receive from Fosters
please contact us by telephone or email as above or by post (address overleaf).

@fosters-solicitors.co.uk

The person you should direct your concern to is:

Email address:

@fosters-solicitors.co.uk



Founded in 1761, Fosters Solicitors is celebrating its 250th year.
We have grown to become one of East Anglia’s leading law firms

specialising in commercial law, business law, property, personal injury,
employment, probate, family law, criminal law and mediation.

Fosters’ Offices:

Norwich
William House
19 Bank Plain
Norwich, Norfolk
NR2 4FS

Telephone: 01603 620508

Bungay
3 Trinity Street
Bungay, Suffolk
NR351EQ

Telephone: 01986 895251

Wymondham
Becket House
1Middleton Street
Wymondham, Norfolk
NR18 0AB

Telephone: 01953 607724

Lowestoft
17 Clapham Road South
Lowestoft, Suffolk
NR321PG

Telephone: 01502 573307

Other locations:
Appointments are also available
at Bury St Edmunds, Gorleston,
Ipswich and Thetford

enquiries@fosters-solicitors.co.uk

www.fosters-solicitors.co.uk

for you,
for business,
for family,
for life
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Official Legal Partner to
Norwich City Football Club


